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WEATHER
Today:P«r//v cloudy 
54/35°
Wednesday: Chance 
of showers 46/36° ALTO N, EAST ST. LOUIS & EDWARDSVILLE
Flubbed Up
Lifestyle 
reporter Steven 
White pans the 
remake of "The 
Absent-Minded 
Professor." 
See page 8.
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Office allocation controversy 
finally drawing to a close for BSA
■  BY CHRISTOPHER 
SUTHERLAND
NEWS STRINGER
The controversy surrounding 
office space allocation for the 
Black Student Association finally 
may be ending.
Terrance Gaddy, president of
BSA, is optimistic about the 
future placement of BSA.
“I feel that they’re going to let 
us stay,” he said.
The Constitution Review 
Committee met early on Nov. 21. 
Among the topics for discussion 
was BSA’s appeal to keep its 
current office space in the 
Kimmel Leadership Center. Mike
Loitz, chairman of the committee 
looked over the appeal and made 
adjustments to the new 
allocations.
“Nothing will be final until 
Steve Sperotto (director of the 
Kimmel Leadership Center) 
approves it.” Loitz said. Loitz 
said this should be done 
sometime this week.
BSA was notified late in 
October that it would be leaving 
office space B of the Kimmel 
Leadership Center and moving to 
an office in room A, which does 
not have a phone hook-up or a 
computer outlet within the 
cubicles.
see SPACE, page 5
President of the Black 
Student Organization, 
Terrance Gaddy.
Students and university police 
to play Santa for kids on campus
Programs provide gifts and Christmas cheer fo r  children o f SIUE students
D anielle BeltonM fes//e 
The paper angels hang in the University 
Center as the University Police Angel Tree 
Project goes into effect for the holidays.
■  BY DANIELLE BELTON
NEWS EDITOR
As the holiday season hurries upon 
SIUE and students prepare for either a 
winter graduation or a nice vacation, 
several organizations are working 
toward helping others in the SIUE 
community.
The SIUE Single Parent Support 
Group distributes Christmas wishes to 
Cougar Village children and their 
families while focusing on the needs of 
single parent families on campus.
In the Adopt an SIUE Single Parent 
Family For Christmas program, 
individual students and organizations 
can “adopt” a single parent family and 
help to supply -presents to the family 
and their children.
The organization’s treasurer and 
secretary, Synthia Hines, said that her 
organization was working to fulfill the 
needs of these families, which mostly 
consist of single mothers juggling 
classes, work and motherhood.
“(We’re) almost like the second leg 
to a single parent,” Hines said.
A single parent herself, Hines 
understands the difficulties in 
attending classes and trying to sustain 
a family. She hopes that the 
organization and adoption program 
helps those in need.
“It’s important to know that there 
are other students who have done this,” 
Hines said.
SIUE single parents can sign up for 
the adoption program by contacting 
Sandra Bode at (618) 632-2248 or 
Cynthia Hines at (618) 659-4110.
Students wishing to adopt a family 
may do so by requesting a specific 
family or by choosing from one listed. 
Individuals and groups who make 
donations may remain anonymous.
Even if students do not wish to 
adopt a family, they can donate food, 
cash, paper products and gifts. A list 
will be provided showing what types, 
of goods in particular are needed most.
Students can also help by 
volunteering their time or donating 
food and money to help co-sponsor a 
Christmas party for the single parents 
and their children.
The University Police Angel Tree 
Project and SIUE Single Parent 
Support Group’s Adopt an SIUE 
Single Parent Family for Christmas
see KIDS, page 2
Personal data forms will have to do 
for SIUE housing roommate selection
■  BY ZHANDA 
JOHNSON
NEWS REPORTER
When SIUE students applied 
to live in University Housing, 
many remember filling out a 
form asking their study habits, 
music and smoking preference. 
It’s supposed to help in roommate 
selection, but several students 
still come across intolerable 
roommates.
According to Luso Mnthali’s 
Sept. 26 student senate report, 
SIUE students are upset with 
University Housing’s roommate
selection process. Many believe 
that a close inspection is needed 
before individuals are placed in 
the same living quarters.
Despite some complaints, 
Housing Director Michael 
Schultz said he feels that 
University Housing does a pretty 
good job at matching up 
roommates. The current process 
for roommate selection involves 
students filling a personal data 
form. The information from this 
form is entered into a computer, 
which matches similar students 
together. Students also have the 
option of being placed together
by mutual request.
“We think the process is 
effective,” Schultz said. “This 
year, however, we had a problem 
with the application deadline of 
June 15.”
Schultz said the application 
deadline complicated the process 
because it was too soon before 
the start of the fall semester. 
Some students who submitted 
applications dropped classes or 
canceled their applications, 
which caused confusion in the 
roommate selection process.
SIUE residents have several 
concerns when it comes to
B ob F ehringerM /tsi/e
In Cougar Village many students play a hand in their 
roommate selection by choosing to stay with friends, 
while others let housing make the choice.
roommate selection. One major 
concern is substance abuse. 
There are only two substance- 
free buildings on the 400 side of
Cougar Village. Students who 
live in these buildings must sign 
an agreement, which says there 
see ROOMMATES, page 5
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Attention:
Healthy, Non-Smoking 
males, ages 18-45
Earn $300 - $1000!
If you are a healthy, non-smoking male, age 18-45, on no 
medications, with no current health problems, of a normal 
beight/weight ratio, and are available for 24-48 hour stays 
at our facility, you can earn hundreds of dollars and help 
generic drugs obtain FDA approval. Gateway Medical 
Research, Inc. has been conducting research for 
pharmaceutical companies for years and thousands of 
people have participated. To find out how easy it can be 
to earn $$$, call our recruiters at (314) 946-2110 anytime.
Gateway Medical 
Research, Inc.
116 North Main St.
St. Charles, Mo 63301
Police Incidents
Arrest
On Nov. 22 at 3:37 a.m., police responded to a disturbance call at Cougar Village. They broke up a party 
and arrested the following persons for illegal consumption of alcohol by a minor: Vicki Kremer, age 20, 
of Teutopolis; Lisa Kremer, age 17, of Teutopolis; Scott Niehaus, age 19, of Farina; Benjamin Donsback, 
age 18, of Dieterich; Charles Lueken, age 18, of Teutopolis; James Grindstaff, age 18, of O ’ Fallon; Jada 
Grindstaff, age 17, of O’Fallon; Samuel Jones, age 18, of Kinmundy; and Kelly Henderson, age 18, of 
Edwardsville. Three juveniles were turned over to juvenile authorities.
Ambulance Call
On Nov. 25 at 10:12 a.m., police and ambulance responded to a call at the library where a female was 
experiencing chest pains. The victim was transported to St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in Belleville by 
Edwardsville ambulance service.
Traffic Accident/Deer Struck
On Nov. 25 at 5:51 p.m., Joyce Edwards of Edwardsville reported she was driving on Bluff Road when 
a deer ran out of the woods and struck her car in the left front headlight and fender area. The deer could 
not be located.
KIDS------------------
from page 1
are a few of the programs being 
offered this Christmas to help 
children here on campus.
This is the second year for the 
Angel Tree Project. More that 40 
children’s names will hang from 
a decorated Christmas tree in the 
University Center.
The purpose of the Angel Tree 
Project is to help supply 
Christmas presents for children 
of SIUE’s Cougar Village.
The program works by taking
paper angels with each child’s 
age, gender, clothing size and 
three Christmas wishes posted on 
the back of the angel and placing 
it on the Christmas tree near the 
Information Center in the 
University Center. Anyone 
wishing to donate can take one of 
the angels from the tree, purchase 
a gift for the child, wrap the 
present and turn it in to the 
Information Center or to 
University Police. All gifts need
to be turned in by Dec. 17 at 4 
p.m.
Both the children’s names and 
the names of the donors are kept 
confidential. The gifts will be 
passed out by “Santa Claus, Mrs. 
Claus, and a few elves” on Dec. 
20. Donations are also accepted. 
Checks should be made payable 
to the Angel Tree, Box 1041.
For more information, 
students can contact Lt. Regina 
Hays of the University Police for 
Project Angel Tree at (618) 692- 
3250.
AIDS Awareness Week
D e c .  1 - 7
M o n . ,  D e c .  1 :  
T u e s . ,  D e c .  2 :
T h i n k
Empathize
Prevent
W e d . ,  D e c .  3 :
Fri., D e c .  5 :
S u n . ,  D e c .  7 :
A ID S  Q u il t  E x h ib i t  a n d  In fo .  
9 a m  - 3 p m ,  P e c k  B ld g .
F r e e  HIV S c r e e n i n g  
8 : 3 0 a m  - H a m ,
H e a l t h  S e r v i c e s
B a k e  S a l e  f o r  A ID S  E d u c a t i o n  
9 a m  - 4 p m  
P e c k  B ld g .
S e x ,  D r u g s ,  a n d  A ID S  
7 :O O p m
R e s .  H al l  M u l t i p u r p o s e  R o o m
S e x ,  D r u g s ,  a n d  A ID S  
7 :O O p m
C o u g a r  L a k e  C o m m o n s  B ld g .
B a k e  S a l e  f o r  A ID S  E d u c a t i o n  
9 a m  - 4 p m  
P e c k  B ld g .
A ID S C o m m e m o r a t i v e  S e r v i c e  
4 p m
R e l i g i o u s  Ctr.
a -
Activities sponsored b y : Dept, of Health, Recreation, and Physical Education, Wellness Ctr., Health Ser­
vices, School of Nursing, Housing, Counseling Services, Eta Sigma Gamma, GLOBAL, Madison Co. AIDS 
Program, St. Louis Effort for AIDS, United Campus Ministry
editorial
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Life  for B e g in n e r s  b y  D a n i e l l e  B e l t o n
"For some students the MCT bus wait 
appeared to be a little longer than usual 
in the coming winter..."
Commentary -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
On a cold Monday morning, the incredible 
disappearing MCT buses provide no relief
Maybe it’s just me, but 
everything seems to get a little 
slower around this time of year. 
The MCT buses appear to be no 
different.
This Monday morning when I 
got up, I didn’t want to rise. I’m 
pretty sure this is a common 
affliction among college 
students. I probably wasn’t the 
only one finishing a 
Thanksgiving break’s worth of 
homework the Sunday night 
before. So when I rose this 
morning, I was extra sleepy. 
Therefore, I contemplated 
skipping my eight o ’ clock 
classes, but I told myself I had to 
go. After all, I was paying for it. 
Well, at least my parents were.
I even bothered to make an 
effort this morning to get out of
the apartment early to catch a less 
crowded bus and be early for 
class.
According to my MCT 
(Madison County Transit) bus 
schedule, I had several options. 
There were four buses coming 
before 8 a.m. — the 7:40, 7:43, 
7:46, and the 7:52. When I was 
approaching the bus stop I saw 
the 7:40 bus leave, but didn’t 
bother to run because about three 
other buses were coming, right?
I stood, in the cold, with about 
ten other people, who slowly 
accumulated over time. I stood 
there, and waited until 8:05 a.m. 
for a bus to come. Another girl 
waiting mentioned that the other 
buses that never showed 
probably came early, as they tend 
to do, and didn’t wait until their
schedule departure times.
I’m a rational person. If the 
bus had been late, I would have 
understood because buses are 
driven by human beings and I, 
myself, have been known to keep 
people waiting a time or too. But 
I don’t think I’ve ever come early 
and left early, when I told 
someone else I’d be there at a 
later time.
This behavior makes no sense 
to me. But I guess it doesn’t 
matter to most people that it is 
almost winter, that it is cold 
outside, or that students get to 
class on time. I suppose it 
doesn’t matter to anyone that I 
was made uncomfortable by this. 
We’re just college students who 
pay to be here and I guess it
doesn’t matter if we freeze 
waiting on a bus or lose points in 
certain classes for being tardy. I 
guess it’s my fault I don’t have a 
car and an overpriced parking 
sticker to arm myself with against 
public transportation.
But despite all this, whether 
the buses are early and leave or 
late and never come, really 
doesn’t make a difference. All 
students want is to get on a bus 
and go to class. They really don’t 
bother to fancy a reason. They 
just want to walk outside of their 
Cougar Lake Apartment and see a 
bus there running on a time that is 
corresponding with the bus 
schedule. Students aren’t very 
hard to please. I, for one, 
definitely am not hard to
compensate. I’d just like my bus 
on time, and if its not on time, at 
least the three buses after it 
should be. The bus driver doesn’t 
have to fluff my seat for me. 
There’s no need to hand out mints 
and play mood music. The bus 
doesn’t have to be Pine-Sol fresh. 
The driver doesn’t even have to 
smile at me. I just want the bus to 
be on time.
It would be nice if MCT was 
able to work out a compromise 
with the university and make 
most classes start at 12 noon so I 
can start slower as well in the 
morning. But J suppose that 
would be a little much to ask.
Danielle Belton 
news editor
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TEXTBOOK 
SERVICE
reminds you that the last day to 
return textbooks 
without penalty is
Saturday 
December 20, 1997 
5:00 p.m.
Extended Hours 
D ecem ber 1997 Return Schedule
Dec. 13 Sat 9 a.m .-5 p.m .
Dec. 15,16,17,18 M ,Tu,W ,Th 8 a.m.-8 p.m .
Dec. 19 Fri 8 a .m .-6 p.m.
Dec. 20 Sat 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed Tuesday 
December 23, 1997
for restocking
G UK'Sïa j te 1» th* JLatea r a * g e o f  Dr ,Harter
r»tw.ar «'Montclair* Center
Mon-Sat 9-9 Sun 11-6
Two local Kwanzaa celebrations 
offer an interesting alternative 
for all during the holiday season
■  BY ZHANDA 
JOHNSON
NEWS REPORTER
Kwanzaa is just around the 
comer and you won’t have to 
celebrate alone. There are several 
celebrations to help you get into 
the Kwanzaa spirit.
The Bakari Institute of East St. 
Louis and the Eugene B. 
Redmond W riters Club along 
with the Department of English 
of SIUE are holding Kwanzaa 
celebrations.
The Eugene B. Redmond 
Writers Club and the Department 
of English at SIUE will host the 
annual pre-Kwanzaa celebration 
at M etropolitan Community 
College in Room 2085 on Dec. 
16 at 6:30 p.m.
The pre-Kwanzaa celebration 
will include a KwanSaba Candle- 
Lighting Ceremony and feature a 
panel discussion. The panel 
includes David Nelson, founder 
of the Lost Poets; Dallas Browne, 
an associate professor of 
anthropology at SIUE; Darlene 
Roy, president of the Writers 
Club; Lena Weathers, a 
psychotherapist and a mental 
health administrator in East St. 
Louis; and Ira Jones, editor of 
Eyeball, a St. Louis-based,
cultural-literary magazine. 
Eugene B. Redmond, a professor 
of English at SIUE, will 
moderate the panel.
Also in the area, the Bakari 
Institute is sponsoring the fifth 
annual official Kwanzaa 
celebration for the city of 
East St. Louis.
This is the only seven-day, 
community-wide Kwanzaa 
celebration in the entire St. Louis 
area. It will take place Dec. 26 
through Jan. 1 at Metropolitan 
Community College from 6 to 9 
p.m. nightly. Admission is $5 per 
night or $10 for a seven-day pass. 
Adults over 55 and children 
under 18 are free.
This celebration will include 
African dances, poetry and oral 
tributes to significant people, 
places and events in African 
American history. It will also 
include, for the second year, the 
modeling of African hairstyles, 
clothes and jewelry. Each night a 
guest speaker will be discussing 
the Kwanzaa principle of the day. 
Among those scheduled to appear 
are Prof. Ron Henry; Ahmad 
Mahdi, motivational speaker; 
Mars Howard, businessman; Lee 
X. Brown, professional football 
coach; and Tamiko Armstead, 
former Miss Wiberforce
University and Ebony Magazine 
Campus Queen. There will als'o 
be a nightly traditional libation 
and candle-lighting ceremony 
along with an African 
marketplace featuring African 
clothes, food, arts, crafts, books 
and merchandise.
Kwanzaa is an African- 
American spiritual holiday. It is 
the celebration of the oneness and 
goodness of life. It claims no ties 
with any religion.
It was formulated, devised, 
developed and initiated by Dr. 
Maulana Ron Karenga on Dec. 
26, 1966. The focus of Kwanzaa 
is centered around the seven 
principles (Nguzo Saba) with 
particular emphasis on the unity 
of African American families. 
The seven principles are: Umoja, 
which means unity; Kujichagulia, 
which means self determination; 
Ujima, collective work and 
responsibility; Ujamaa,
cooperative economics; Nia, 
purpose; Kuumba, creativity; and 
Imani, faith. Kwanzaa always 
begins Dec. 26 and lasts seven 
days.
The public is invited to attend 
both the Bakari Institute and 
Eugene B. Redmond programs.
Students get a chance 
to flex writing muscles 
in fiction competition
■  BY DANIELLE BELTON
NEWS EDITOR
U)
III
u
u .
Know Your World. 
Read The Alestle.
The Alestle is looking for news reporters. For 
more information, call Student Employment at 
2563 or the Alestle at 3528.
D anielle BeltonM /esffe 
The University Center Christmas tree takes 
its place in the Goshen Lounge.
The Department of English and Creative 
Writing Committee is sponsoring its annual Mimi 
Zanger Memorial Award in Fiction for SIUE 
students and is encouraging all students to enter.
The competition is open to stories on all 
subjects from traditional to experimental.
Lloyd Kropp, a professor in SIUE’s English 
department and a fiction writer himself, 
encourages students to enter the competition.
Kropp, who teaches a fiction writing class, said 
often his students have won in past competition 
because they had been writing fiction all semester. 
He said he hopes all students will participate for 
the chance to win the $100 prize.
Entries will be judged by three members of the 
faculty chosen by the Creative Writing Committee. 
All entries must by typed and double spaced on 
8 1/2-by-l 1-inch paper. They must include the 
author’s name, student ID number, address and 
telephone number. This should be placed on a 
separate sheet of paper. The student’s name should 
not be on the manuscript itself. The maximum limit 
is 18 pages.
Any current SIUE student is eligible. 
Manuscript submission deadline is Feb. 16. All 
manuscripts should be sent to Lloyd Kropp, 
Department of English, Box 1431.
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SPACE --------------
from page 1
BSA shares this space with the 
National Society of Black 
Engenieers and the Indian 
Student Organization. The BSA 
is being asked to move so the 
space can be used by four greek 
affiliated organizations. These 
organizations use the former TV 
lounge, now remodeled, on the 
second floor of the University 
Center. Some members of the 
organization found the space 
unfit because that office must 
remain locked after hours, which 
is inconvenient for some 
members.
Gaddy submitted an appeal on 
behalf of BSA on Oct. 30. The 
appeal suggested the decision to 
relocate BSA was made without
ROOMMATES —
regard to the Kimmel Leadership 
Center’s Student Organizations 
Space Allocation AY 1998 Policy.
‘This constitutes a dereliction 
of duty and violation of the trust 
placed with this committee. 
Failure to conduct a background 
investigation into the activities of 
the Black Student Association 
leaves a decision of this nature 
left in the capable hands or the 
uninformed,” Gaddy wrote.
The policy lists the criteria for 
granting space as the level of 
activity occurring in the space, 
the efficient use of the space, 
previous usage, planned usage, 
and systematic or standard 
operating procedures that occur 
in the office.
Gaddy’s appeal further states: 
“We, the Black Student 
Association, are well aware that 
the use of office space and 
lockers are a privilege extended 
to student organizations, but to 
disregard these essential tasks 
amounts to a misuse and abuse of 
power and authority; and if 
allowed to go unchecked, such 
could result in tyranny on the part 
of campus committees — 
university wide.”
Loitz recommends that the 
office moves take place the first 
week of the spring semester, so 
p.eople do not have to worry 
about them during finals.
from page 1
can be no smoking or alcohol in 
the apartment. University 
Housing also offers to all 
students an educational 
programming on substance 
abuse. Students who do not want 
to live with roommates who drink 
or smoke feel that there isn’t 
enough adequate substance free
housing for all that require it, thus 
causing some roommate conflicts 
as well.
“University Housing has rules 
and regulations on substance 
abuse,” Schultz said. “We 
respond to complaints of people 
who do not follow these rules and 
make sure we enforce the policy.”
University Housing will 
continue to work to 
accommodate SIUE students as 
well as possible. Therefore until a 
plan is developed to guarantee 
roommate satisfaction, students 
will just have to throw caution to 
the wind and get by with the old 
system.
Don’t  forget to  pick up the special 
year-end issue of The Alestle on Thursday.
i  / FIRST TAN 
FREE!
'  CALL NOW!
288-4560
692-6000
Montclaire Shopping Center, Edwardsville
MONDAYS: 10% OFF W/SIUE ID 
Dine in or carry-out!
FREE Pitcher 
of Soda
With the 
Purchase 
of a
Medium or Large Pizza
Sun. Nooo-2pm 
Mon. thru Fri.
11anv2pm 
Mon. thru Wed. 
5:00-8:00pm
SAUE $1.00
D ine-in only. Not valid with any offer or 
coupon. Limit 1 coupon per customer, per 
visit Tax not included. Valid for up to 2 
adults. Offer expires 12/31AJ7.
Dine-in only. Not valid with any offer or 
coupon. Limit 1 coupon per customer, per 
visit Tax not induded. Valid for up to 2 
adults. Offer expires 12/31AJ7.
Original Crafts to All 
and to ALL a Good Buy!
HolidayFair
m m
December 3&4 
(Wed & Thur)
Main Floor, University Center 10:00am - 6:30pm 
618/692-2178 for info...
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NOBODY 
KNOWS 
LIKE 
.DOMINO’S.
How'\bu Life Pizza At Home.
?  <
3E N
O  N
a  o .
Don’t Let Finals Get You Down
Medium 
Three Topping
$7.99
692-1515
• additional charge for deep dish
* drivers carry less than $20.00
S H A R K Y ’ S lI
RESTAURANT S  SPORTSRAR 4
AT THE INTERSECTION OF 1-70 S IS9 *
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 1
FRIDAY-SNEAKERS ► •< 
►< SATURDAY-SALOONATICS ► i
► NO COVER CHARGE
► DRINK SPECIALS
£ SUN 8 M0N-S4.25 PITCHERS 
£ $10.00 B U C K E T S OF B E E R  
f  TUES-SI.75 WELL DRINKS 8 
L A D IE S  PLAY POOL F R E E  
after7
W ED-S1.00 L O N G N E C K S 8  
$1.00 16 O Z. D R A FT S  
LA D IES PLAY POOL FREE  
after 7
THURS-S1.00 L IT E S 8 MGD 
FR I-$2.00 MARGARITAS 8  
$1.50 CORONA 8 DOS EQUIS
►
FREE POOL
11am - 4pm MON-FRI
School busing is faux pas 
when it conies to parking 
in affluent Chicago suburb
WINNETKA (AP) — Call it 
an economics lesson. When kids 
from affluent families have 
nowhere to park their cars during 
high school, someone’s going to 
make money.
The parking crunch is so bad 
that many kids at New Trier High 
School, one of the state’s 
wealthiest and best, are willing to 
pay hundreds, even thousands, of 
dollars a year to secure a space 
near school, either in a resident’s 
driveway or a business’ lot.
“I only got this because my 
sister had it,” said Chris Bartlett, 
a New Trier junior who parks his 
Toyota Celica convertible at 
G&W Auto Clinic a short walk 
from the school. "W e handed it 
down.”
Bartlett, wearing just slacks 
and a Land Rover T-shirt in the 
chill November sunshine, said 
taking the bus to school in this 
tree-lined suburb north of 
Chicago wasn’t an option for 
him.
“I’d be leaving 20 minutes 
early,” he said. “You have to wait 
outside. It’s a pain.”
Bob Woyner rents out four to 
six spaces at G&W. In the past, 
he’s charged $500 a year, payable 
in adyance. This year, it’s $750. 
Further, he has to know the kids 
or their parents.
Woyner said his rent increase 
drew no protests.
“People just said fine. Five 
hundred, 750, it’s the same thing 
to these people.”
Dylan Nagle got his spot at 
G&W through a sibling, too. He 
parks his Acura SLX there, and 
said he’s glad for the space. The 
bus is no fun, and there’s precious 
little room for parking around the 
school, he said.
“It’s kind of a hot thing around 
here,” Woyner said.’T’ve had 
people say, ‘How much is it? I’m 
willing to pay double.’
“Money’s no object a lot of 
times to these people,” Woyner 
said.
With an average household 
income of about $150,000, that’s 
probably true for a lot of people 
in this village of nearly 13,000. 
While not everyone who attends 
the school is rich, the average 
house in town is valued at more 
than half a million dollars and it’s 
common to see New Trier 
students driving Audis, BMWs 
and Volvos.
With only a handful of 
students willing to take the bus, 
and nowhere to put cars, people 
are willing to pay a premium to 
park.
“As a high school in the midst 
of a residential area, we’re a 
different story,” said Judy 
Brinton, New Trier’s dean of 
students.
Brinton said the school has
220 parking spaces available to 
seniors through a lottery. The 
spots cost $270 a year and are 
highly coveted. Students cannot 
park on the street.
“Our culture seems to be 
becoming more pressed for 
time,” she said. “And the kids’ 
schedules are becoming more and 
more full.”
With the school of 3,100 
expected to grow by 1,000 over 
the next seven years, the situation 
is only going to worsen, Brinton 
said.
“We don’t have any place we 
can expand to. We don’t have any 
empty fields we can pave.” 
Kristen McGill, a 1994 
graduate of New Trier, said the 
situation has been bad since she 
was in school, when students 
would pay a premium for space 
across from campus.
“Around here, kids are 
throwing two grand at the people 
for a semester.”
McGill said she rented a spot 
in a driveway across the street 
from the school for $500, but that 
bargain ended after other students 
offered $2,000 for spaces.
“Finally, my senior year, they 
threatened to take it away.” 
Asked why students didn’t 
just take the school bus, McGill 
wrinkled her nose.
“You don’t take the bus when 
you go to New Trier.”
Man steals ambulance for 
second time in four years
OSWEGO, N.Y. (AP) — 
Same crime, same place, same 
suspect, different year.
Four years after he was 
arrested for stealing an 
ambulance outside the 
emergency room door at Oswego 
Hospital, Edward Babcock has 
done it again. Oswego police on 
Thursday charged Babcock, 34, 
with unauthorized use of a motor 
vehicle.
State troopers and Oswego 
County sheriff’s deputies stopped 
Babcock on Thursday afternoon 
in the stolen Oswego Fire 
Department ambulance along 
state Route 104 outside the 
village of Hannibal.
The ambulance was taken
from under the canopy outside 
the hospital’s emergency room 
entrance at around 3:25 p.m., 
Oswego Deputy Fire Chief 
Richard Ackerman said. The two 
emergency medical technicians 
assigned to the ambulance had 
just taken a patient into the 
hospital, Ackerman said.
Ambulance crews usually 
leave their vehicles running for a 
couple of reasons _  so they can 
respond quickly if they receive 
another call, and to keep the cars 
warm for drugs that cannot be 
stored in cool places.
Ackerman said he has no 
idea why Babcock took the 
ambulance.
“Apparently, he had a great
old time with it,” Ackerman said. 
“:Given the history, apparently he 
must like the attention because 
it’s not something you can take 
and disappear with.”
Something Babcock knows 
all too well. He also was arrested 
May 12, 1993 in Granby, after 
leading deputies on a five-mile 
chase. He had driven off with a 
Fair Haven ambulance that also 
was parked outside the Oswego 
Hospital emergency room door. 
That vehicle also was 
unoccupied and running while 
the crew delivered a patient 
inside. It was returned 
undamaged.
The Alestle is looking for news reporters. 
If interested, please contact the Office of 
Student Employment at extension 3997.
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Package arrives with urine 
specimens instead of toys
WEST HAZELTON, Pa. (AP) 
—  A Luzerne County woman 
opened a package she received in 
the mail expecting to find two 
toys she ordered. She found two 
vials of urine instead.
The vials apparently had been 
sent by a Lehigh County man to 
an insurance company laboratory 
for testing as part of an 
application for a group insurance 
policy.
“When I opened it, one of the 
vials of urine fell onto the table
and I picked it up with my bare 
hands, without wearing gloves,” 
Holly Martin, 20, said. “One was 
in a plastic bag with a seal, but 
the other wasn’t.”
The package, which arrived 
Friday, also contained a green 
“return receipt requested” postal 
card for a package that had been 
mailed to the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency in 
Philadelphia by a Long Pond 
man; a water filtration system 
advertising postcard mailed to a
man in Bangor; several catalogs 
for a music club and a single 
piece of a puzzle.
The package apparently had 
been damaged and rewrapped 
after the Child Development Toy 
Program mailed it in Monroe, 
Ohio.
“The package was supposed to 
contain two child development 
toys -a Wiggle Worm and a 
Tracking Tube, that I had ordered 
after reading about them in 
Parents magazine,” Martin said.
Distracted by lingerie ad, driver kills child
BARCELONA, Spain (AP) 
— Distracted by a wom en’s 
underwear advertisement at a 
cafe owned by supermodels, a 
driver hit a 13-year-old girl, 
killing her, news media in Spain 
reported Saturday.
The car accident occurred
early Friday morning as children 
waited at a pedestrian crossing on 
their way to school in central 
Barcelona.
News reports said the 22-year- 
old driver later told a judge that 
he drove his car onto the 
pavement after being distracted
by an advertisement featuring a 
woman wearing only lingerie. 
The advertisement was said to be 
in a window of the nearby 
Fashion Cafe run by models 
Claudia Schiffer, Naomi 
Campbell and Elle MacPherson.
Twelve Days
of Christmas
Sale
at the 
U niversity  
Bookstore
U n iv e r s ity  C e n te r
HtfMi oMtMp'üm kt»i*-...
December 8
December 9 
December 10 
December 11
December 12 
December 15 
December 16 
December 17
December 18 
December 19 
December 22
December 23
- 30% Off SIUE Imprinted Items 
(T's, Sweats, Gift Items, etc)
-  40% Off Costume Jewelry
- 30% Off Backpacks & Totes
- 30% Off Christmas Cards
- Boxed & Singles - and Gift Wrap
- 30% Off Calendars
- 30% Off Jackets
- 30% Off Sweatshirts & T-Shirts
- 25% Off General Stock Books 
(excluding software, medical reference,
& required/recommended texts)
- 30% Off Christmas Ornaments
- 40% Off Stuffed Animals
- 25% Off Children's General Stock Books
(excluding required/recommended texts)
-  40% Off Christmas Cards, Ornaments, 
Christmas Wrap & Gift Items
*Excludes sale items
Auto Insurance
Hurry up and get 
some. The price 
may be going up.
5 minutes to get a 
quote! Call Now!
G re g S c h m id t  Agency 
656-9086
SPRIN G  B R E A K
CAÍKUN
FREE
5 Breakfasts 
S Dinners
Cancan Trip 
Includes:
• 5 Breakfasts
■ 5 Dinners
• Round Trip Air
■ 7 Nights Hotel
■ Transfers/Taxes
BAHAMAS
FREE
Welcome Party 
8 Beach Party
Bahamas Trip 
Also Includes:
• Free Beach Party
■ Free Welcome Party
• Round Trip Air
• 7 Nights Hotel
• Transfers/Taxes
EAT EARL/ 
PARTY LATt
Free Wings 8  ■ 11pm  
$1.00 16oz Drafts 
$1.00 Wells
COLLEGE 
NIGHT
DRAFT SPECIALS
ALL AGES SHOW
FTaiïvJ
OWN DR. FRUMP
ALL T R I P S  I N C L U D E
A ll USA Trips Include Discounts to the 
Hottest Clubs 8 Restaurants! You’ll Receive 
Free Cover Charge Coupons, Discounted Side 
Excursions, Exclusive Events £  Pool Activities!
’Subject to terms and conditions of Tour Participation Agreement. 
Tour operator is SunCoast Vacations Inc.
U S A  S P R IN G  B R E A K  
1 - 8 8 8 - S P R I N G  B R E A K
J U &  A C C I  
SHOW SOCIAL  
B L U M D t R  
JÉSUS FISH  
P U R G E
( m t f M w m
ll;00 • 2:00/5fiO - WIDNI6HT
SPRING 1998 
TEXTBOOKS AVAILABLE 
STARTING 
JANUARY 5, 1998 '
Textbook Service 
Extended Hours 
Spring Term 1998 
Edwardsville Campus
Jan. 5,6,7,8 M,Tu,W,Thu 8 a.m .-8 p.m .
Jan. 9,10 Fri,Sat 8 a.m .-4:30 p.m.
Jan. 12,13,14,15 M,Tu,W ,Thu 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Jan. 16 Fri 8 a.m .-4:30 p.m.
January 19,1998 Closed for MLK Holiday
Jan. 20,21,22 
Jan. 23 
Jan. 24
Tu,W,Thu
Fri
Sat
8 a.m .-8 p.m.
8 a.m .-4:30 p.m. 
8 a.m .-4:30 p.m.
SUIE (D REQUIRED
W ho S a id  I t ? /  
W h a t M o v ie ?
“ N o  one at 
W e ste rb e rg  is goin g  
to let yo u  p la y  their  
reind eer g a m e s .”
(H in t: High School angst) 
A n sw er on Tuesday
p e s o  U O  Janag ui (yoesno ut/of) 
jaÀaiAj aue~i .JBMSue s .te p s jn q j
ifestyle
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People, Entertainment & Comics
T h e  A l e s t l e
M < b x
1. F lu b b er  $36 .4
2. A lien  4  $27 .2
3. A n a sta sia  $16.7
4 . R a in m a k er  $14 .5
5. Jack a l $10 .3
(A ll figu res in  m illion s)
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RAHTS $ 
RAV£S
■  BY COREY STULCE
LIFESTYLE EDITOR
cstulce@siue.edu
Perhaps it would have caused 
more of a stir had the music still 
been popular, but INXS fans lost 
their frontman last weekend.
Now, singer Michael 
Hutchence has at least one thing 
in common with chivalry. This is 
just the next in the string of rock 
singer deaths in the last few 
years. It’s starting to be a yearly 
trend. This time, however, 
there’s a little mystery. Did he 
kill himself, or was he just trying 
to get some kind of pleasure 
from asphyxiation? He was 
found nude hanging with a belt 
around his neck like a noose. 
Very curious.
If it’s suicide, fine, boo hoo. 
The torments of being a rich 
rock star have claimed another 
casualty. But, if it’s the latter, we 
need to do something.
If people are going to have 
dangerous habits or addictions, 
it’s high time they stop being 
embarrassed by them and start 
bringing them out into the open.
It seems every couple of 
weeks some junior high kid has 
accidentally hung himself in 
some basement while trying to 
get a high from lack of oxygen. 
This usually happens while his 
friends are in the next room, 
oblivious to it all until they smell 
something funky.
Instead of risking death for a 
short period of idiotic pleasure, 
make sure your friends are well 
aware of your sickness. Do it in 
the living room while they watch 
Scooby Doo. That way, if you 
start to turn blueberry, they can 
pull you down and give you 
mouth to mouth. It doesn’t take 
much smarts to figure that 
out, junior.
I am always careful to make 
sure my friends don’t try to 
direct traffic or bark at invisible 
dogs after they’ve taken eight 
tabs of acid. But, I guess I’m just 
a good friend that way.
‘Flubber’ has no bounce
Mother, child sculpture finds home at SIUE
■  BY KARA WOLF
FOR THE ALESTLE
I was running late for class the other 
morning, driving on the access road through 
University Park, when I discovered a new 
sculpture sitting atop a small hill dividing the 
road. Over the course of the last few days, I 
have been finding every chance to drive by it 
and lose myself in its quiet, peaceful form.
The group of creatures is a steel creation of 
Richard Hunt, originally commissioned by 
George Irwin for his back yard. Irwin recently 
moved and donated the large beast and her 
two offspring to our rolling campus. Large 
Natural Form No. 1 adorns the grassy knoll as 
if it is a grazing atmosphere.
The mammoth mother and two offspring 
are very flowing in form. Standing tall and 
attentive, the mother points away from the
bustle of the main campus. Her head was not 
included in the rendering. This leaves the 
feeling of a very real and necessary process of 
letting go, experienced by most every parent 
of a child leaving for college. The offspring 
are attached to the mother’s side pointing 
toward the center of campus activity.
The heavy, solid mass of the mother’s 
shoulders and neck are also the beginning 
point of the hindquarters of the offspring, 
presenting an exaggerated fusion of mother 
and child. Out of the offspring’s body grow 
two inquisitive heads attached to long, 
spindly curves. They look attentive, as if 
hearing the tolling bell, and aware of the 
numerous cars that drive beside them 
everyday.
Which brings me to the only problem I 
have with this magnificent sculpture, the 
location. Environmentally, the creatures are 
completely at home. The endless flowing
miles of Southern Illinois University at 
Edwardsville are a perfect nesting ground for 
a creature of this type and her two children. 
Even the direction the sculpture faces is 
clever for the mother-child emotion it evokes. 
The problem is that no one is supposed to fly 
through that road pass.
This limits the number of students and 
faculty who have access to the work. Also, 
when driving through main campus, it is set 
too far away, with no lighting. This results in 
very few people even realizing it is there. In 
preparation for this column, I asked many 
friends and colleagues of mine if they had 
even noticed this work. All of the answers 
came back negative, for no one had seen or 
even heard it was there. This poor 
presentation is the one flaw with this 
phenomenal form.
■  BY STEPHEN 
WHITE
L IFE ST Y L E  R EPO R TER
Robin Williams might be a 
brilliant actor, but even he 
couldn’t inject any life into 
“Flubber,” a retelling of the 
classic 1961 Disney film,
“The Absent Minded 
Professor.”
Whoever first said, “Don’t 
mess with a good thing,” 
should roll out of his grave 
and confront director Les 
Mayfield with a good-old- 
fashioned, in-your-face “I 
told you so!”
“The Absent Minded 
Professor” is old material; 
dressing it up with a 
translucent green goo that, 
well, flubs every time 
the professor tickles it, 
doesn’t really add anything to 
the plot.
The central problem with “Flubber” lies 
within the characters themselves. They are 
hackneyed, predictable and lifeless. They’re 
people we’ve all seen a hundred times —  a 
nutty professor who stays up all night cooking 
up some volatile brew in his basement, 
subsequently blowing half his house up 
(Robin Williams); a smart, but not ingenious 
or eccentric professor (Christopher 
McDonald), who acts as the protagonist’s 
rival, jealously vying for the other’s love and 
copying his ideas for personal gain; and of 
course there’s an evil rich guy (Raymond J. 
Barry) who’s trying to bankroll Medfield
photo courtesy of ILM
Robin Williams stars in the bounceless new Disney comedy “Flubber.’
College, where the professor teaches.
The plot isn’t tight at all and the parts that 
are supposed to surprise you amount to 
nothing more than cheesy coincidences and 
blatantly contrived ironies. Flubber and the 
rest of the elaborate (and amazing) special 
effects — the flying ’63 T-bird, the 
professor’s annoying saucer shaped 
companion, Weebo, and the high-flying 
Medfield basketball players — don’t really 
add anything to the plot and, at best, are 
merely distractions.
The worst thing about “Flubber” is that it’s 
a waste of a great actor’s time. Williams 
simply doesn’t fit the part. And even if he did, 
the story would still be hopelessly trite.
He comes off as too quick-witted and 
sardonic to portray such a naive, innocent, yet 
ingenious character. The original “Absent 
Minded Professor,” Fred MacMurray, imbued 
the character with a calm, gentle warmth that 
is in no way mirrored by William’s frenzied 
delivery.
Flubber is an amazing meta-organic 
compound that can break all the laws of 
physics. The only thing Flubber can’t do is 
make a halfway decent movie. Go to a 
department store and buy some green 
goo. Use your imagination. If you have 
half-a-brain, what you dream up will be more 
interesting and thought-provoking than 
“Flubber.”
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Final Coffeehouse 
Showcase of 1997
Tuesday, 
December 2nd 
7:30 pm in the 
Maple/Dogwood 
Room 
Free Coffee 
and Cookie
Wanna Have Some Fun???? 
Join UCB !!!!!!
Call 3371 for more info.
Get Into It!!!! 
With UCB
Becom e part of the program m ing team . 
Call 692-3372 for more inform ation  
UCB Hotline (618) 692 -3372
1 - 8 0 0 - C 0 L L E C T  R E C R E A T IO N A L  S P O R T S
C’mon, 
m ake the call! 1-800-C0LLECT
40icüIsfvUiit'Uij_
P r o g r a m R e g is tr a tio n  D ue P r o g r a m R e g is t r a t io n  D u e
6 Foot Basketball January 21 Open Basketball January 21
Hot Shot Climb
Contest January 26 & 27 Sears Tower January 26 -  30
Super Hoops January 28 Free Throw
Indoor Soccer February 2 Contest February 2 & 3
3 Point Shootout February 9 & 10 Roller Hockey February 3
Walleyball March 3 9-Ball
February 23Softball March 24 Tournament
Table Tennis April 6 Volleyball March 9
Sand Volleyball April 14 Bowling March 25
Lifecycle Cougar 5K April 13
Time Trials April 20 -  24 Golf Scramble April 15
For more information about any 
please contact John
of these programs 
Bell at 692-B-FIT
or events,
SIGN UP TODAY!
*-»*CED tf#
S I U  E D W A R D S V I L L E
Remember, 1 800-C0LLECT is the easy way to save the people you call collect.
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Men’s soccer ends season with positive outlook
SIU E photo service
Junior Matt Little wears a piece of the net, which was cut 
down after the title game against Wisconsin-Parkside 
during the conference championship at SIUE on Nov. 9.
■  BY BRETT LICATA
SPORTS REPORTER
Despite a disappointing end to the season, the 
SIUE men’s soccer team has a lot to be proud of.
A record of 18-2-1 and a No. 3 national ranking is 
enough to make any coach happy.
“We exceeded all of my expectations,” head coach 
Ed Huneke said. “Seldom does a team come out of a 
season with a winning percentage like we had. It’s a 
nice accomplishment when you have the toughest 
strength of schedule in the region and play like we 
did.”
Along with the No. 3 national ranking, the 
Cougars finished No. I in the region and picked up 
the Great Lakes Valley Conference Championship on 
the way to their first NCAA Tournament appearance 
since the 1980s.
Huneke was recently named the GLVC men’s 
soccer coach of the year as his team won a school- 
record 15 straight games.
“I was happy to come away with the conference 
title,” Huneke said. “The players recognize that it’s 
the toughest Division II soccer conference. It was 
nice to be able to win it on our home field.”
SIUE lost 2-1 to Truman State in the first round of the 
national tournament. Jason Maxfield put SIUE on top 
early with a goal in the fourth minute of play, but goals 
midway through the first half and near the end of the 
second half by Truman State proved to be too much.
“Neither team deserved to lose,” Huneke said. 
“Neither team had an edge. When you keep your 
opponent in a game, you give them the chance to beat 
you.”
Huneke looked to an experienced group this year to 
step up in the tight games.
Senior Darren Snyder ended his final season for SIUE 
as the school’s 16th all-time career scorer. He put in six 
goals and added nine assists for 21 points this year. He
was also one of three players to receive first-team all- 
GLVC honors.
“Darren is an interesting player to coach. He takes 
things close to the edge and was a very important part of 
the team,” Huneke said.
Snyder’s soccer ability has taken him to the 
professional ranks. He is currently working out with the 
St. Louis Ambush.
Maxfield contributed four goals and seven assists in a 
season full of injuries.
“Jason started the season really strong,” Huneke said. 
“He was hampered with injuries, but came on again late 
in the season.”
Brett Darby was part of the rock solid back line of the 
Cougars this season.
“He (Darby) is a very committed defender,” 
Huneke said. “He leads by example. He has been 
a starter the last three seasons and was an 
important fixture on defense.”
SIUE senior Matt Dubach was also sidelined 
with injuries throughout the season.
“Although Matt fell victim to injuries, the time 
he did get was quality,” Huneke said.
Jaron Hines finished as the second leading scorer 
this season to end his SIUE career.
“Jaron was a pleasant surprise after leaving for 
two years,” Huneke said. “He was a hard-working 
forward who came in handy with our style of 
soccer.”
Jerry Reed was tied for second on the team in 
goal scoring with six in his final season and 
Riverton’s Rob Thomberry added a goal and two 
assists on the year. Both received all-GLVC 
second team honors.
“It was rewarding to see the development of 
Jerry and Rob these past two years,” Huneke said. 
“They’ve both made a tremendous improvement.
“As a group, it was really nice to see a 
turnaround for the seniors. After struggling when 
they first came to the team, it’s gratifying to see us 
have a season like this when they leave.”
Although a handful of star players will be graduating, 
Huneke will bring back his team’s leading scorer, Matt 
Little, and outstanding goalkeeper, Andy Korbesmeyer, 
for next season. Both players were named all-GLVC first 
team.
“He (Little) is a complete player statistically, but he 
plays with a lot of heart and passion,” Huneke said. “He’s 
a great two-way player. I’ll be glad to have him back.” 
Korbesmeyer was one of the top 10 goalkeepers in the 
country for a good portion of the season.
“He was one of our most important players. He made 
very few mistakes and that’s what you want out of a 
goalkeeper,” Huneke said of his goalie.
Women’s hoops win 3 of 5 on the road
■  BY JASON TRIPLETT
SPORTS REPORTER
The Cougar women’s basketball team won three 
and lost two in a pair of tournaments during the 
Thanksgiving break.
Before the break, freshman Misi Clark gave a 
16-point performance in a convincing 69-46 victory 
against Missouri-Rolla.
The Cougars then traveled to St. Joseph, Mo., for 
the Missouri Western Tournament on Nov. 21 where 
they defeated Northern State, S.D., and lost to 
Missouri Western State College.
SIUE held Northern State to 32 percent shooting 
from the field. The Cougars hit 24 of 53 shots to 
defeat the Wolves 63-58.
Cougar senior forward Alicia Harkins had 20 
points and seven rebounds. Center Kim Lowe 
grabbed 12 rebounds, put in six points and dealt two 
assists. SIUE had three other players scoring in 
double figures. Leslie Phillips had 12, Misi Clark 
put in 10 and Erica Cory had 10. Clark also shot 50 
percent behind the 3-point line nailing 2 of 4 
attempts.
Despite strong performances from Harkins, 
Lowe and Phillips, SIUE dropped a game to 
Missouri Western due to the Lady Griffons team 
offense. Missouri Western shot 55 percent from the 
field but was outrebounded by SIUE. The Lady 
Griffons came out on top, 82-66.
SIUE led 39-36 going into the half. After 
halftime, the Cougars shot 30 percent from the 
floor. Missouri Western outscored them by 19 
points.
Lowe poured in 19 points and seven rebounds in 
the game while Harkins and Leslie Phillips also 
scored in double figures.
The Lady Griffons’ Sara Elgin tapped SIUE for 
23 points and Becky Reichard hurt the Cougars with 
24. The Griffons shot 47 percent from behind the 3- 
point line hitting 8 of 17 shots.
The Mesa College Tournament in Grand 
Junction, Colo., began Nov. 28 with SIUE losing to 
Mesa State College and then defeating Western 
State College of Colorado and Adams State College 
to finish out the tourney.
Clark and Lowe both made the all-tournament 
team. Clark averaged 18.3 points throughout the 
tournament, and Lowe averaged 10 points and eight 
rebounds.
In the loss to Mesa State College, the Cougars’ 
offense sputtered, hitting just 19 of 59 shots, 
dropping the game 75-56.
The Mavericks’ forward Mandy Miller had 24 
points, seven rebounds and two assists. Forward 
Jaime White followed with 19 points and nine 
boards.
Clark had 14 points for the Cougars and tallied 
three assists to go along with her five rebounds.
Western State College fell to the Cougars this 
past Saturday and Adams State College toppled on 
Sunday. In both occasions the Cougar offense came 
alive and the defense tightened up to make the 
tournament a 2-1 event.
SIUE overcame the Colorado Mountaineers of 
Western State College by a score of 59-40. Clark 
put in 19 points for the Cougars and Lowe had 15.
see HOOPS, page 11
Any victory 
good for 
Iowa State
AMES, Iowa (AP) -  
Whatever is said about Iowa 
State’s basketball game with 
Texas-Arlington, all that matters 
to the Cyclones is that it was a 
victory.
Iowa State pulled away at the 
end to beat Texas-Arlington 66- 
58 Saturday night and square its 
record at 1-1.
Four years ago, when Texas- 
Arlington last visited, Iowa 
State won 119-55. But with this 
group of Iowa State players, 
most of them young and 
inexperienced, any victory looks 
good -— regardless of the margin 
or opponent.
“We have to look at it like 
this is a win and we need any 
win that we can get,” said senior 
Matt Knoll, one of Iowa State’s 
few returning players. “This 
team is so inexperienced. It 
doesn’t know how to win.”
The game was tied 55-55 
when Texas-Arlington’s Colby 
Bolden missed two close-in 
shots that would have put his
team ahead with a little more 
than two minutes left. Iowa 
State got the lead on Klay 
Edwards’ tip-in with 1:50 left 
and the Cyclones outscored the 
Mavericks 9-3 the rest of the 
way.
“Well, we got one and we 
sure needed it,” Iowa State 
coach Tim Floyd said.
Iowa State lost to Northern 
Iowa 54-48 in its opener, 
committing 23 turnovers and 
shooting 30 percent in the 
second half.
The Cyclones shot 53.6 
percent in the second half 
Saturday night and 
outrebounded UTA 48-32.
Freshman Marcus Fizer, who 
scored six points against UNI, 
came back with 20 points and 10 
rebounds. Edwards had 14 
points and Stevie Johnson 11.
“It’s a big win for us because 
we’ve got to crawl before we 
walk,” Johnson said.
Knoll started at point guard 
and finished with eight points, 
two assists and only one 
turnover in 30 minutes. He 
played a total of 23 minutes all 
last season and scored just four 
points.
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Athletic trainers are secret behind healthy Cougar teams
■  BY BOB FEHRINGER
SPORTS STRINGF.R
Sports programs are in full swing at colleges across the 
country as the sounds of crunching young bones and cries 
of pain slice through the crisp fall air.
Fortunately, this scene has not been played out too 
often at SIUE this year, where the men’s soccer team 
recently completed an 18-2-1 season.
In addition to hard work and skilled athletes, head 
coach Ed Huneke believes that the athletic training staff 
from St. Elizabeth Health Services is also responsible for 
a great season.
“The training staff has been very good at treating the 
few injuries we’ve had,” Huneke said. “We’ve been a 
little lucky, but like in life, you gotta be good and lucky 
both.”
The men’s soccer team has indeed been lucky with 
only one major injury during a season, which started Aug. 
18 and ended with a loss to Truman State in the first round 
of the NCAA Tournament.
Dan Stephens, coordinator for sports medicine at St. 
Elizabeth Health Services, credits the team’s dedication to 
physical training for its winning season.
“The more cardiovascular fitness you have over your 
opponent, the better off you’re going to be,” Stephens 
said.
Stephens and his staff o f four trainers and one graduate 
assistant work with injured athletes at SIUE, Granite City
High School, Collinsville High School and Triad High 
School during the school year. During the summer, they 
participate in local sporting events such as the Junior 
Nation Track and Field Championship, sports camps and 
the Prairie State Games.
“In any sport,” Stephens said, “if we have anybody 
who has been hurt throughout the week, we kind of hold 
them out of the more intense practices.
“We try to build an injured player up so we peak at the 
right point. We usually do some extra conditioning on the 
lighter days, again, more on the cardiovascular side.”
Stephens oversees the sports medicine program from 
his office in the Vadalabene Center.
“We meet here at the college in the morning and go 
over the day’s schedule,” Stephens said. “In the afternoon, 
my trainers go out to the schools and evaluate and treat 
any injuries.”
“Tate Merten goes to Granite City High School, Brett 
Kisro goes to Collinsville High School, Lisa Daurer goes 
to Triad High School, and Jamie Franklin works primarily 
with the women’s teams here at SIUE,” he continued.
‘T hey’re out there for 20 hours per week for either 
practices or game times. It’s totally free to the high 
schools. It depends on the athletic director how the time is 
used.”
Anyone who attends sporting events on a regular basis 
has seen an injury occur with the resulting rush of trainers 
and coaches to the injured party.
“Sometimes you see what happens and sometimes you 
don’t, so you try to identify the problem while you’re
going out,” Stephens said.
‘T he one you don’t like to see is when the athlete is 
lying very still and not making any noise at all. Then you 
have to go to worse-case scenario. Airway, breathing, 
circulation first, they get them to calm down.”
‘Then you evaluate their condition to determine if 
there is going to be a life-threatening situation or not,” he 
said.
“We go through a range of motion and fracture tests. If 
it’s something like a broken bone that will have to be 
splinted, we get them off the field. We want to make sure 
that it’s not something that will be made worse by moving 
them so we want to get the appropriate equipment.”
The athlete is then moved from the field and looked at 
again to assess the situation. It is then determined if they 
have to be transported to a hospital. According to 
Stephens, every time a trainer goes to the aid of an athlete 
on the field, the athlete has to be removed from the field 
to be evaluated.
“Ninety-nine percent of the time, we can fix the 
problem,” Stephens said. “But there’s always the (chance) 
that it could be a career-ending injury.”
Throughout the school year, athletes receive muscle 
flexibility assessments. Anyone with a problem is put on 
a flexibility and strengthening program during the year 
and when they leave for the summer. According to 
Stephens, most athletes work on their programs because 
the whole idea is to come back bigger, faster, and stronger.
HOOPS ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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On Sunday, Adams State fell hard by a score of 63-55 starters scoring in double figures and the whole team achieved a career high of 22 points.
with the Indians shooting 34 percent from the floor and pulling down 51 rebounds. Barbara Washington started at Cougars return home this week for their first
conference game of the season facing St. Joseph’s. The
having only one person scoring in double figures. center for the Cougars and put in 10 points and had six Cougars and Pumas will square off in the Vadalabene
The Cougars made easy work of the game with three rebounds. Lowe had 10 points and eight rebounds. Clark Center on Thursday.
Financial
Wellness
Slwrt-tqrm solutions to 
improve*oash flow!
(Free parking wim any SIUE sticker in
the VC Lot after 3pm)
A Wellness Center Initiative, Campus 
Recreation, Student Affairs
HAPP? C o l l e g e  G r a d u  a t  e  s
Planning Your
Student Fitness Center 
Holiday Hours
December 20-23,1997
Monday-Friday 6:00am-9:00pm 
Saturday 9:00am-9:00pm
Sunday 12:00pm-9:00pm
I  r
December 24f$7-January 2, 98
CLOSED FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
January 3-11, 1998
Monday-Friday 6:00am-9:00pm 
Saturday 9:00am-9:00pm
Sunday 12:00pm-9:00pm
Aerobic classes will meet during 
times the facility is open.
SIUE Wellness Program • Campus Recreation, Student Affairs ■ 692-B-WEL
CAMPUS RECREATION
Look us up on the NET at http://www.siue.edu/CREC • Campus Recreation, Student Affairs
On 
Choic
C hoosing a c areer path after  
graduating from college can be 
a form idable endeavor. You 
don’t want to commit more 
y ean  o f your life to training, 
only to end up with an uncer­
tain  p ro fe ssio n a l fu tu re. 
B efore you c h o o sf . make 
sure you talk to the people at 
P rudential Securities The name 
you know. Rock Solid. And a solid 
choice when it comes to a Financial 
A dvisor Training Program
Build your future on solid ground. 
Choose Prudential Securities. For 
confidential consideration, please 
fax or forward your resume to the 
address below.
L eslie  Harmel 
R egional Recruiter 
One North Franklin. Suite 550 
Chicago. IL  60606 
Fax: (3/2)  629-3049 
E mail: LESinCHI@aol.com
O pportunities are  
available throughout 
the M idwest.
Visit our web site at: 
w w w . p r u n e  .c o m
O IW7 Pmdtwul Sunim hgwrwrd Mcnrfiw
We are looking for those 
individuals who can look 
back at their college expe­
rience and talk to us about 
what set them apan from the 
crow d. W ere you a  cam pus  
leader, a top student, an outstand­
ing worker, a top athlete? Have you 
always risen to the top o f the things 
you have chosen to be involved in? 
If any or all o f this sounds like you. 
we may have the career opportunity 
that you have been looking for. 
Prudential Securities offers:
•  A two-year, comprehensive, 
com pany-paid training 
program, widely regarded as 
one o f  the best in the industry.
• Very competitive salary and a 
gradual transition to a lucrative 
commission system.
• Ready access to analysis and 
research to benefit your 
clients and you.
Prudential
Securities
Fjfmtl Opportuwn 
Employ er (WT/O/V)
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Busy Bee 
Copy Service |
(618) 656-7155 |
^  311 North Main Street 
Edwardsville, IL 62025
STRESS/ THERAPEUTIC/ Athletic 
Massages. Guaranteed student 
discounts. Everyday/ anytime. 
(618)656-2625 1/ 29/98
SPRING BREAK 98' Free food and 
drinks! Cancún, Bahamas, Jamaica 
and Florida from: $399. Organize a 
small group and travel FREE! Highest 
commissions and lowest prices! Call 
Surf and Sun Tours to become a 
campus representative (800)574-7577
12/ 2/97
TYPING, ALL styles. Academic, 
personal, teacher portfolios, entry 
‘  -2272 :resumes 344-! 2/ 5/98
SPRING BREAK 98 Mazatlan with 
College Tours, Airfare, 7 nights hotel, 
transfers, parties. For brochure or 
earning free trip 1 -800-395-4896 
(www.collegetours.com) 12-4-97
YOU Need...
Resumes 
Cover Letters 
Resume Writing
Member of Professional 
Association of Resume Writers
Call 692-9673 
The Word Center
Downtown Edwardsville
...dedicated to making Y O U  look good'
FOR SALE
USED BOOKS at bargain prices. Good 
Buy Bookstore, Lovejoy Library Room 
0012, Wednesday and Thursday 
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sponsored by 
Friends of Lovejoy Library. 12/4/97
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID- Student 
financial services profiles over 
200,000+ individual scholarships, 
grants, loans, and fellowships- from 
private & government funding sources. 
A  MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE! 
1-800-472-9135 Ext. F57401
12/ 2/97
GREY & WHITE cockateel, talks. Bird 
$30.00, with cage $50.00 
(618)465-9743 12/ 2/97
MAC COMPUTER with desk, performa 
6 1 16CD, color printer included, lots of 
software great condition, asking $900, 
call for details 659-4957 12/4/97
1983 TOYOTA Tercel, 55.5K Miles 
AM/FM/Cassette, air, manual trans 
$900 Firm, Gary 659-0690 12/4/97
14x70 BAYVIEW mobile home, $7800 
2 bedroom, 1 'h bath, appliances 10x20 
deck, carport, storage sned rental lot, 
Collinsville, 3 4 4 -08 /2  1/ 15/98
1980 CADILLAC DEVILLE vellow, six 
cylinders, 77,000 original miles, runs 
well, great shape, $ 3 /5 0  288-2023
1/ 13/98
1985 SAAB 4-door, red, 5-speed 
$ 1300 Call 344-9477 12/4/97
FOR SALE or lease 3600 sa. ft. 
building in Highland ideal for 2 
apartments or apartment and studio 
400 amp. elec. service rest, style 
kitchen will consider lease purchase 
654-4711 1/ 15/98
FOR LEASE retail space in historic 
home in Highland great location ideal 
for artist. Potter lease includes all 
utilities except phone 654-4711
1/ 15/98
FOR SALE 1979 volvo 244 4 dr sedan 
runs great gas burner 4cyl $1250 
654-4711 1/ 15/97
ROOMMATES
FEMALE NONSMOKER 2/bdrm . 
apartment in Edwardsville 3-5 min. 
from campus; $225; move in 
December 97; open-minded, 
considerate, fun. Call Laura 692-0809
12/ 4/97
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2 
bedroom apt. 10 minutes from SIUE 
$235 plus naif utilities and half phone 
call 659-0538 12/ 4/97
FOR RENT
Cottonwood Village III 
Apartments
1 Bedroom  
Efficiency Apts.
$275 deposit 
$225/mo. rent
includes trash pickup, water, and sewage 
288-3674 
Under N ew  Management
NEW BEAUTIFUL home by Fariview 
Heights Mall. Private bath. 
(618)236-7422 3/ 3/98
MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED 5 piece drum set call Doug 
Mornings only 931 -4517 12/4/97
SPRING BREAK 98 Come party with 
College Tours in Mazatlan or Cancún!!! 
7 nights hotel accomodations, round 
trip airfare and transfers included, 
starting at $379.00. For more info and 
reservations call today!!!
1 -800-395-4896 12/ 4/97
Cassens
is the place to
RENT!
taUCa
Chrysler Products 
Well Equipped 
“A Size to Fit Your Needs’’
692-7386
CASSENS
Edwardsville/Glen Carbon 
Chrysler •  Dodge • Plymouth
Just 2 Minutes North of 1-270 on Hwy 159 
Across from Cottonwood Plaza •  Glen Carbon
Health Insurance
The best plans available from  
well-known m ajor companies.
✓ $15 MD office visit co-pays
✓ Physicals & well child care
✓ $2.5 million maximum
✓ Over 5000 area doctors
This is the good stu ff-  
starting at $53. per month
G re g S c h m id t  Agency 
656-9086
1st Months 
Rent 
FREE!
Chateau Tow nH om es 
C A LL TO D A Y 
377-3000
• 1 Bdrm. Garden Apts.
• 2 Bdrm. Townhomes
• 24 Hour Maintenance
Ask About Our Apt. with Free Heat 
Some Restrictions Apply
Large 2 Bedroom 
Townhouse
First Class Apartment 
Freshly Painted 
Like New
$450 / month plus deposit
Call (618) 288 - 8083
PERSONALS
"THE ONLY people who can't get AIDS 
already have it!" Protect yourself 
GLOBAL
"HEY! YOU know one way not to 
contract AIDS! CELIBACY! Protect
yourself GLOBAL__
HETEROSEXUAL FEMALE in their early 
twenties are the largest rising group 
with AIDS. Protect yourself and your 
future.. GLOBAL
CONGRATULATIONS TO all the Beta 
Lambda's on becoming initiated 
members of Alpha Sigma Tau. We 
love you all! Love, your A1.J sisters 
SIUE SINGLE PARENT Support Goup 
membership meeting and holiday 
potluck dinner, Monday, December 8, 
1997 6:30-8pm. Family Resource 
Center 429 (Lower Level) Cougar
Village Apartm ents._______________
WHAT ARE you doing this Friday? 
Show some holiday cheer and come to 
the SP Christmas Party December 5 at 
the VFW Hall, Edwardsville. Ho, Ho, 
Ho!
GETTING AIDS takes less than a day to 
get but a lifetime to live with. Maddy
Cottonwood Village III 
Apartments
1 Bedroom  
Efficiency Apts.
$275 deposit 
$225/mo. rent
includes trash pickup, water, and sewage 
288-3674 
Under N ew  M anagement
Placing a classified ad
Frequency Rates
(F o r b illin g p u r p o s e s , fiv e  (5) 
w o rd s e q u a l o n e  line)
A ll c la s s ifie d s  a n d  p e r so n a ls  m ust 
b e  p a id  In fu ll p rio r  to  p u b lica tio n .
1 ru n : $ l.O O /fin e  
(2  fin e  m in im u m ) 
3 runs: $ .9 5 / l in e
5  runs: $ .9 0 / l in e  
2 0  runs: $ .8 / l in e  
P ersonals: $ .5 0
(Deadlines
Tuesday Publication: Noon Friday 
Thursday Publication: Noon Tuesday
Alesile
Office Hours
Monday thru Friday: 8am - 4:30pm
Adjustments
Please read y o u r ad on  th e  f i r s t  day i t  
appears. i f  you  ca n n o t f in d  yo u r ad o r 
d isco ve r an e r ro r  in  y o u r ad , ca ll 6 9 2 -3 5 2 8  o r 
com e in to  th e  o ff ic e . P o s itive ly  no a llow ance 
m ade fo r  e rro rs  a f te r  th e  f ir s t  in s e rtio n  o f 
ad ve rtise m e n t. No a llo w a n c e  o f  c o rre c tio n  w ill 
be m ade w ith o u t a re c e ip t.
P la c in g  A d s  To p lace  a c lass ified  ad, 
com e to  the  O ffice  o f  S tu d e n t P ub lica tions , 
loca ted  in the  UC, Rm 2 0 2 2 , and f i l l  o u t a 
c lass ifieds  fo rm .
6923528
Affordable Auto Insurance
HELP WANTED
$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our 
circulars. Free information. Call 
(410)783-8272 12/ 4/97___________
GLEN CARBON Centennial Library is 
now accepting applications for 
Part-time (10-15) hours per week for 
LIBRARY CLERK position. Includes 
evenings and every other Saturday 
hours. Must have computer experience 
a nd / or knowledge. Starting salary is 
$5.50. Apply in person at the Glen 
Carbon Centennial Library, 124 School 
Street. 12/ 2/97
IMO'S PIZZA 692-6100 now hiring 
delivery drivers day and night positions 
available apply within 12/ 2/97
c
• SR-22
• Monthly installments
• Local Agent
Motorcycle and renter’s 
insurance available, too.
Kelley M iddleton 
Cassens Insurance Agency
400 St. Louis Street • Edwardsville
656-6074
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES
Established MR DO Health Care facility 
has the fo llow ing  opportunities 
available:
QUALIFIED MENTAL 
RETARDATION PROFESSIONAL
Responsible fo r  client need 
assessments, IHP preparation, IDT 
coordination and delivery supporting 
client services and leisure activities. 
Must be an RN or possess BS, BA in 
Social W ork field. One year experience 
with MRDD Clients required.
DIRECT CARE STAFF
Local MRDD facility is looking for Direct 
Care entry level staff to  join our current 
team of quality employees. Applicants 
must possess good work ethics and 
desire t  learn the skills required for the 
health care field. If you are interested in 
free training and a position in the health 
care field come to our office between 
9:00am -3:00pm  daily. Competitive 
salary and benefit package.
BEVERLY FARM FOUNDATION
6301 Humbert Road 
Godfrey, IL 62035 
Attn: Personnel 
466-0367
v ú O  *!)$!) y
dr. imm
SUN SAWED IN 1/2 
CD RELEA# PARTY
-OLL ACES MOW
Soul K i s s
E0E M/F/V/H Drug Free Employer
$$$ $1,000 SIGN-ON 
BONUS $$$
Come be a part of the 
greater Healthcare Team.
Benefits offered: CNA’s earn 
up to $7.75/hr., Affordable 
insurance plans; health, life, 
dental and vision; Prescription 
service, 401 K Retirement 
Plan, Expense Accounts for 
medical or Child Care and 
Stock Option Plan. Positions 
available, EOE
RN • LPN • CNA 
Apply in person at:
402 St. Mary’s 
Edwardsville, IL 62025 
(618) 692-1330Sunrise
HEALTH C AR E
CORPORATION
Alt Atti »
THE SCHWAG 
A TRIBUTE TO THE 
GRATEFUL DEAD
F R E S H
“’I mtw
ALL AGES SHOW  
RAGS TO RICHES 
&
SUM M IT
